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Maybe Wednesday is with you! For obvious reasons for every fan of the Star Wars universe, May 4 has become an important day on the annual calendar. This is Star Wars Day, where fans of the galaxy are famously far away, far from celebrating through many strange and wonderful traditions. For LucasArts, now part of Disney, it also represents an
opportunity to jump into a trend with some big announcements, revelations and launches. And as this will be the first May of the fourth Star Wars Day since the launch of streaming service Disney+ , there's more content than usual to get excited about. Disney+ Subscribes to Disney+ to stream hundreds of new and classic movies and classic TV shows and
movies from Disney, Pixar, Star Wars, Marvel, National Geographic and 21st Century Fox from a streaming service. Last verified on June 24, 2020 Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker debuted on Disney + For more than four decades, the Star Wars saga has gone through theaters and into the homes of millions of fans worldwide. The ninth film in the main
line-up of Star Wars films, excluding spin-offs, is The Rise of Skywalker.It which is released in cinemas in late 2019 and will not usually be hitting on-demand video services as early as May 4, 2020. However, with the coronavirus outbreak strong, Disney+ is rushing to better serve the needs of consumers. With the addition of Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker
to Disney+, you can now stream all nine movies from the movie through the SVOD service. It joins a ton of other Star Wars-related content in terms of format, most notably the new live-action drama The Mandalorian. In fact, also released on Star Wars Day is a documentary that delves into the creation of that series. It's called Disney Gallery: The
Mandalorian.What is Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker about? The rise of Skywalker brings the battle between the bright and dark sides of The Force to a head through the characters of Rey (Daisy Ridley) and Kylo Ren (Adam Driver) respectively. Formerly an instrument used by Leia Organa (Carrie Fisher) and later a puppet of emperor Palpatine (Ian
McDiarmid) returns. Or them? The dynamic between these two characters is the fascinating heart of the film, jumping between the strange world and familiar characters at breakneck speed. Some of the setup parts are really spectacular, especially in 4K. Fans are divided on whether the story ending the nine-movie story is a good fit, but there's certainly no
shortage of fan service to enjoy. Expect to see Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill), Chewbacca (Joonas Suotamo), C-3PO (Anthony Daniels), Finn (John Boyega), Poe Dameron (Oscar Isaac) and more along the way. Currently, it is watching with an audience score of 86% on Rotten Tomatoes.Can you watch Star Wars: The Rise of 4K printing? Yes, Disney+ will
stream The Rise of Skywalker in 4K. In fact, if you look at the 4K content list on Disney, all nine movies in the main lineage will be available in UHD. So too is Solo: A Wars Story and Rogue One: A Star Wars Story. The tv series The Mandalorian is also available on Disney+ in 4K. How to watch Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker So here's some great news. If
you're new to disney+ services, you can watch Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker. There's a lot of Star Wars content on the streaming TV service that we suspect you can get through it all, but if The Force is with you, you can give it a chance. If you sign up now, Disney+ costs €6.99 a month or €69.99 a year. There's no price tier, so you'll get 4K, access to
offline downloads, four simultaneous streams, and more in that price. It works on PC/laptop, Mac, iOS and Android devices, and PS4 and Xbox One game consoles. Alternatively, you can watch it in your living room through Apple TV, Chromecast, Amazon Fire TV Stick or Android TV, as well as some Samsung and LG TVs. New content has always been
added to the service, including the Planned Star Wars series based on the characters Cassian Andor and Obi-Wan Kenobi. December can not come soon enough. With Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker nearby, some fans noticed references to old films in the official trailer and clip of the D23 Expo. From Lando Calrissian flying the Millennium Falcon to Rey
wielding a Darth Maul-esque lightsaber, here are few nods to the old Star Wars film in The Rise of Skywalker. Star Wars: Galaxy's Edge | Patrick T. Fallon/Bloomberg via Getty Images Some of the characters from the original trilogy back to 'The Rise of Skywalker' There are a few familiar faces in the trailer for Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker. Of course,
Finn, Poe, and Rey are back in their battle with the Resistance. However, there are a few other characters from the original trio in this final film. That includes Princess Leia, now General Organa, played by Carrie Fisher. Lando Calrissian returns to this Star Wars film and, from what it looks like in a trailer, he's back in the Millennium Falcon. Since fans first
met Lando in Empire Strikes Back, the character has sought to regain Han Solo's ship. Now, eventually he will have a chance, most likely by joining the resistance. The Ren Knights return to fight in 'The Rise of Skywalker' Fans have seen a glimpse of Kylo Ren's fierce squad, known as the Ren Knights, in Star Wars: The Force Awakens. Touching Luke's
lightsaber sparked Rey's vision. As a result, the Jedi sees Kylo Ren surrounded by other warriors, each wielding a unique weapon. Thanks to Vanity Fair and their look at Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker, fans learned that the Warriors would re-appear in the final film of the sequel trilogy. The last Jedi director, Rian Johnson, decided to exclude the Knights
of Ren from the previous film. I guess I could have used them instead Praetorian guards but then it will feel like wasting them because all the guards had to die. And if Kylo has some kind of connection with them, it will add a complication that might not have helped the scene, directed by Rian Rian said in an interview. The truth is, I just don't see a place for
them in the movie. Rey had a red lightsaber in the exclusive look at 'Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker' As a sith lord is a double-edged knife - or in Rey's case, a double-edged lightsaber. In a Star Wars clip from the D23 Expo, fans see Rey dressed in black, wielding a unique red light sword. There are many theories regarding Rey's shift to the dark side.
However, some fans noticed the connection between Rey and the villain from Star Wars: The Phantom Menace, Darth Maul. The evil Rey in Rise of Skywalker sizzle is clearly a vision of some kind. At first, her light sword looked like she was holding two separate blades, but she grabbed them together to form a long light sword like Darth Maul, a Twitter user
said. That Star Wars trailer gave me goosebumps. Rey wields a red double-edged light sword and the first thing that appears in his head is Darth Maul. I'm sure it's just part of a vision but it's a great way to introduce more about Palpatine, another Twitter user said. Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker premiered in the United States on December 20, 2019. Until
then, fans can watch Star Wars movies on Netflix and, soon, Disney's streaming platform, called Disney Plus. The Star Wars VFX team told Insider Dark Rey's lights were partly inspired by Darth Maul and Kylo Ren's lightsa turn on. The Star Wars/YouTube Dark Rey light sword opens into a wonderful double-edged light sword. Lucasfilm Obviously you've got
Darth Maul connected but there's also a mechanical aspect to it and you don't think she looked great in that moment? Guyett said, comparing Dark Rey's light sword to Darth Maul's double-edged sword from The Phantom Menace. I think the mechanical aspect of that lightsaber gave it that great quality of upping the ante. As it moves out, there are some sort
of Jedi-ish or samurai sword-ish type sensations, added Guyett who added fight scenes between two versions of Rey developed after director J.J. Abrams saw Ridley in dark Rey costumes. Image effects monitor Patrick Tubach added that Kylo Ren's light sword also appeared in the conversation as inspiration for the look of Rey's dark blade. On [Episode]
'VII,' it was a really great design choice when we started working on Kylo lightsaber to say, 'What almost looks like a broken light tip?' or 'What looks so angry [that] someone puts it together in anger?' Tubach said. I think it makes sense to take a similar view, Tubach said of what the team did with Rey's dark sword. We asked J.J., 'Does this look like a sword
in control? Or is this more than a angry of saber?' He definitely felt like we needed to show 'this is a dark, dark saber.' So that view of the fiery edge and everything we keep some of that same aspect of Kylo saber in this. Insider Inc. receives commissions when you buy through our affiliates. More: Star Wars Movie Disney Feature It indicates an extension or
menu, or sometimes / next navigation option. Options.
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